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The localisations of locally finitely presentable categories are characterised as those categories 
which admit small colimits, finite limits and a small strong generator, and have filtered colimits 
commuting with finite limits. Moreover, this is done in the context of enriched categories. 
Introduction 
Gabriel-Ulmer [5] established a duality between finitely cocomplete categories C 
and locally finitely presentable categories L via the assignments C+ Lex(PP, Set), 
L --) Lfin. This was extended by Kelly [6] to categories with horns enriched in a 
locally finitely presentable closed category V, the full sub-V-category Vri, of I/ con- 
sisting of the finitely presented objects is to be closed under the tensor product and 
is to contain the identity for tensor product. 
Our purpose here is to characterise localisations of a locally finitely presentable 
V-category in terms of completeness, smallness (existence of generators), and limit- 
colimit commutativity. The partially ordered set of such ‘geometric’ localisations, 
in the set-based case, was studied in [4]. We shall, in a future paper, compare localisa- 
tions of Lex(CoP, V) with categories of left-exact sheaves on a suitable V-site 
enrichment of C; this relates to [2,3]. 
Throughout the following text the condition “finite” can be replaced by “less 
than CZ” for any infinite regular cardinal number (r. 
1. The uniformity lemma for diagrams 
Let L = Lex(Cop, V) be a locally finitely presentable V-category of left exact 
I/-functors, where C is a finitely cocomplete V-category (which means that C has, 
not only V-enriched finite products and equalizers, but also cotensor products with 
finitely presented objects of I/ [6]). Note that the Yoneda embedding 
y:C+L 
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preserves all existing limits (including cotensors) and all finite colimits. Also filtered 
colimits in L are constructed pointwise, as in the underlying ordinary category LO. 
We now establish the following fact which tells us, in particular, that each (finite) 
pullback diagram in L can be written as a filtered colimit of representable pullback 
diagrams over a common (filtered) indexing category. The set-based case of this fact 
appears in [I] (proof of Lemma 2). 
Lemma. For each category K with finite homsets, and each functor p in [K, L,], 
there exists a filtered category D(p) and a functor r(p) from D(p) to [K, CO] such 
that 
p E colim(D(p) r(p) [K, CO] [K’ J”’ - KL,l). 
Proof. Take D(p) to be the comma category 
D(P) ’ 1 
[K Co1 [K KLol 
Since [K, y,] preserves finite colimits, D(p) is finitely cocomplete and hence fil- 
tered. Furthermore L induces a morphism 
0 : colim(K, vol r(p)) + P 
in [K, Lo] which we shall show to be invertible by showing that each component 0, 
is invertible. First, the comma category D(pk), as in the diagram 
D(pk) - 1 
r(H) I pk 
is filtered and L,c [Cop, V], takes the diagram to a colimit; so this square exhibits 
pk as a colimit of yr(pk). Moreover, the diagram 
D(P) 
K Co1 [K [KLol 
evk evk 
J 4. 
co Yo ’ Lo 
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induces a functor from D(p) to D(pk). Since K has finite homsets and CO is 
finitely cocomplete, evk from [K, CO] to CO has a left adjoint which takes c to the 
copower K(k, -). c. It follows that the induced functor from D(p) to D(pk) has a 
left adjoint and thus is final. Hence we have 
colim D(p) - 
K(P) [K,C,, [KY01 ) 




D(p) - DW) 
r(h) Yo 
- c, - L, 
> 
= colim D(pk) 
r(pk) Yo 
- c,- L, 
> 
= pk. 0 
Corollary. If C is finitely complete and regular, then Lex(CoP, V) is regular. 
Proof. In the lemma, take K to be -+ + so that p is a diagram in L of the form 
lf+w+v. 
Then we have that this is a colimit of diagrams 
YU, + YW@ +-YV@ 
where q!~ runs over a filtered category D(p). If the pullbacks 
I I p.b. 
v@ - W@ 
exist in C, then they are preserved by y and colimit over D(p), so we have a pullback 




in L. Now suppose C is regular and u + w is a strong epic. Factor the pullbacks in 
C and use regularity of C to obtain 
1 p.b. 1 p.b. 1 
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Applying colim, y, we obtain pullbacks 
colim yc@ - colim u0, W u 
1 p.b. 1 p.b. 1 
u - colim yW6 m w 
The lower composite is strong epic, so 
colim yW$ -+ 0. 
is an isomorphism, whence so is 
colim _W, --f 0. 
Thus the pullback of u--t w along u -+ w is a strong epic, as required. 0 
Remark. Notice that regularity of V is not required for the corollary. However, the 
result does not apply to E Lex(F’ryi, V) unless Vfi, is regular. 
2. Localisation 
Definition. A locafisation of L is a full reflective subcategory of L for which the 
reflection preserves finite limits. 




E is a localisation of Lex(Cop, V) for some small finitely complete and 
finitely cocomplete (V-)category C, 
E is a localisation of Lex(Cop, V) for some small finitely cocomplete 
(V-)category C, 
E has: 
(a) all small colimits and finite limits, 
(b) a small strongly generating set of objects, 
(c) filtered colimits commuting with finite limits. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii) trivially, while (ii) implies (iii) is immediate from the defini- 
tion. It remains to prove (iii) implies (i). Let G denote the given strongly generating 
set of objects in E and define 
C= fi (SFQT)“G 
n=O 
taken in E, where S is the formation of regular subobjects, F is the formation of 
finite products and finite cotensoring, Q is the formation of regular quotient 
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objects, and T is the formation of finite coproducts and finite tensoring. Thus C 
is small since G is small and C is closed in E under these operations so that C is 
finitely complete and finitely cocomplete. 
We now exhibit E as a localisation of Lex(CoP, V). First we show that the em- 
bedding m of C in E is a V-dense functor. To see this, fix an object e in E and con- 
sider the ordinary functor 
rr : m/e-, [EoP, V], 
given on objects by rc(mc+ e) = E(-, mc). Then the canonical transformation 
,D : colim E(-, mc) + E(-, e) 
m/e 
is seen to be a manic from a filtered colimit by applying the (finitely presentable) 
generators of V and using the finite-cocompleteness properties of C. For each fixed 
object e of E we then have the pullback 
1 




colim E(-, mc) w E(-,e) !J 
Also, for each morphism f from mc to e in E, consider the pullback 
s(f) - mc 
! ! p.b. f 
mc - e 
f 
and obtain colim,,, E(-, mc) = colim,,, E(-, s(f)) since filtered colimits commute 






colim E(e, mc) . e z 
I 
colim E(e, s(f)). e = colim s(f), 
so that 





is a pullback in E by hypothesis (c) on E. Thus the canonical morphism from 
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colim(mc) to e is manic, hence it is an isomorphism since (from (b)) C strongly 
generates E. Also we obtain from commutativity of the diagram 
1 L 
colim E,(md, mc) T E,(md, e) 
m/e 
that the canonical set map &,, which we know to be a manic, is a bijection for all 
d in C since ad is always epic. But g. d is in C for all g in V,i, so we obtain the iso- 
morphism 
colim E(md, mc) A E(md, e), 
m/e 
which shows that m is I/-dense by the filtered colimits colim,,, mcz e. 
Secondly, on using the cocompleteness hypothesis in (a) on E, we now have that 
the relative Yoneda functor 
E+ Lex(C’“, V) 
is a full reflective embedding with reflection A given by the formula 
A(colim C(-, c,)) = colim(mcO). 
In order to see that this fi is left exact we have that fi preserves finite cotensoring 
since, for all g in I/fin, 
fi [g, colim C(-, c)] E fi(colim C(-, [g, c,])) 2 colim(m [g, co]) 
= colim [g, mc,] z [g, colim(mc,)] 
z [g, ti(colim C(-, c,))]. 
Clearly A preserves the terminal object C(-, 1). Finally r?z preserves (finite) pull- 
backs since a typical pullback diagram in Lex(CoP, I’), by the uniformity lemma of 
Section 1, takes the form 
colim C(-, d,) - colim C(-, ci) 
p.b. 
I 
colim C(-, ci) - colim C( -, c@) 
where 
I i p.b. 
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is a pullback diagram in E for each index #, thus 
colim(md,) - colim(vnci) 
! p.b. I 
colim(mcG) - colim(mc,) 
is a pullback in E by hypothesis (c). q 
As a consequence of this result and the regularity corollary of Section 1, we have: 
Corollary. A category E satisfying the conditions of (iii) above is regular if and 
only if it is the Iocalisation of Lex(Cop, V) for some small finitely cocomplete and 
finitely complete regular C. 0 
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